Sanderling East Coast Cruise 2016
20 June to 5 July
AJM with John Diggle, Brian Rischmiller, Peter Copland and Peter Birts (and Jen Gedge briefly)
Day 1 – Monday 20 June – Brancaster – HW 1937 – 1 mile - AJM,JD and BR
Rendezvous and pre cruise lunch at the Jolly Sailors. Heavy rain cleared in time for us to do the usual
dinghy and Avon runs out to Sanderling as soon as the tide started to make at 1715. All aboard and
stowed by
1840 when we
slipped the
mooring and
motored down
to anchor off
Scolt Head.
John prepared
the excellent
ragout he had
brought with
him, served
with fresh Cheshire vegetables, whilst the crew sipped G & T in the cockpit. After dinner we watched
the sun set at the start of the shortest night of the year, and the unusual pink full moon.

Day 2 – Tuesday 21 June – Brancaster to Lowestoft – 11 hrs 20 and 62 miles
Reveille at 0445 after skipper watched sun rise. Clear and
calm, but rather cool. Weigh anchor at 0520 and motor out
past Wells (0650) Blakeney (0730) and Cromer Pier (0900).
Sails up but still motorsailing into E, then S winds, heading
us all the way, as usual on this stretch. By 1150 we had
reached Sea Palling, but the tide was still with us for a
further 30 minutes. At this point, fog descended and
visibility was less than ½ mile. At 1430 we took the sails
down as the wind was dead ahead and increased to F5.
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Creeping inshore to avoid the worst of the tide
and choppy seas, we passed 200 yards off Britannia Pier at Great Yarmouth at 1430, then the
construction rigs in the Outer Harbour, but we didn’t get to Lowestoft until 1700. Having got the
ropes all neat and tidy, we were then asked to move to make room for a large catamaran, so we
moved and JD reversed smartly into a new slot. Jen Gedge joined us as planned in time for a drink in

the cockpit before dinner in the RN&SYC.
Day 3 – Wednesday 22 June - Lowestoft to Southwold – 2 hrs 20 and 12 miles
Jen declined the offer of a trip round to
Southwold, in view of the forecast S F5 and
wind against tide chop. Wise decision, Jen, it
was quite a lumpy journey, bashing into short
seas and motoring all the way. After saying au
revoir to Jen, we refuelled (19.45 litres) and
cast off at 0930. We decided against the long
tack out to sea and instead motored direct
taking in the unusual sight of a pleasure steamer at Southwold Pier. We arrived alongside the
Harbour Inn at 1230, in time for a pint before lunch – after we had completed the rope work.
After lunch aboard, we walked to Southwold to do some shopping and walked back in the sunshine.
Warm, but not hot as the wind was still chilly. Nautical tasks included removing the small blade jib
(easy) and replacing it with the large genoa (more challenging due to the fact that the skipper had
not threaded through enough of the furling line at the start of the season!). Succeeded at third
attempt, much to the amusement of the barge owners ahead of us, sipping cocktails in their
deckchairs!) Serious rain showers arrived, so the planned walk to Walberswick for dinner was
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cancelled in favour of the Harbour Inn. (Also, crew member Brian had been over-exerted on winch
duty during the sail change, so a restful evening was prescribed.) Showers were denied us, as we had
not been given the sailing club access code and none of the other boat owners knew it, as they all
had their own on-board showers! (Note: the new facilities at harbourmaster’s office are only

available 0900-1700!)

Day 4 – Thursday 23 June – Southwold to Walton Titchmarsh marina – 6 hours and 35 miles
0700 reveille and discussion of weather forecast. Heavy rain at present, due to continue for 4 hours
before clearing. Considerable debate, culminating in decision to don full foul weather gear and
activate “George” to steer through the worst of the weather. We cast off in heavy rain at 0820 but
as soon as we were clear of the entrance, we hoisted sail with a reef in the main and well furled jib
and sailed for two hours until we reached Orford Ness. By this time, the wind was dying and the rain
was replaced by thick fog. We passed within ¼ mile of the lighthouse without seeing it.
By 1300, the fog lifted and the sun came out –
time for skipper to don shorts, though an hour
later it was time for jackets again as we reached
Pye End, after crossing the shipping channel. At
1400 we picked up a buoy for a leisurely lunch
stop in the Walton Channel off Stone Point. In
view of the forecast for more thunder and rain
and wind, we decided to head for the marina at
Titchmarsh, rather than our favourite Horsey
Island anchorage. The harbourmaster fails to
answer our radio calls (“sorry, someone seems to
have turned down the volume on my radio” we were later told!) so we moored at fuel pontoon
before being directed to a berth. Dramatic thunderstorms and wind gusting F8 whilst we are snug in
our berth, but we find a gap in the rain to get ashore to the Harbour Lights restaurant for a mediocre
dinner. Very few people about, and indeed very few boats out today; weather or voting? Portside
saloon cabin window dripping…
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Day 5 – Friday 24 June – Walton to Bradwell – 7 hours – 34 miles
After casting off at 0750 in a sunny but cool
fresh breeze we reached Pye End before
0900 and hoisted sails. Tacking out to the
edge of the Gunfleet Sands windfarm and
back we reach Wallet No.4 buoy then back in
to just off Clacton Pier. Around this time we
turn on the radio and hear the news about
the referendum; shock, horror, incredulity
and despondency from 3 Remainers. (Later
crew members have alternative views…!) In
varying wind strengths (NW 3 / 4 to SW 3 / 5)
we manage to sail all the way up to the
entrance channel to Bradwell Marina,
where we arrive in time for a (very) late
lunch at 1445. Ashore for an expedition to
the community shop and a visit to the
launderette. Skipper eventually manages
to work out how to use the new washing
machine! Then off to the Green Man for a
very pleasant meal with excellent service
from the charming bar team…A pleasant
warm evening stroll back to the marina,
after a great day’s sailing.

Day 6 – Saturday 25 June – Bradwell to Goldhanger Creek – 4 hours – 8 miles
A sunny start to the day
and we left at 0830, just 1
hour before LW (springs),
touching the bottom just
at the outer end of the
channel. A gentle tack up
the Blackwater River
against the last of the ebb,
near idyllic sailing
conditions; sunny intervals, but there was a nip in the air even in this light Westerly breeze, which
discouraged swimming when we reached Osea Island. After a leisurely lunch at anchor, we motored
up Goldhanger Creek, using Navionics to creep our way in and try to find a mooring. After picking up
two buoys and checking our depth, we settled for a third where there appeared to be deeper water,
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about 150 yards from the shore. Around HW we were in 3 metres and the first mate carefully
computed that we should stay afloat until 2130, giving time for a trip ashore to the pub in the
dinghy. By the time we had launched the dinghy (1630) the forecast thunderstorm arrived, so we sat
it out. At 1800 we set out for the shore, but soon ran into shallow water and had to disembark 20
yards short of the slipway. The ground was seriously soft mud with treacherous slimy weed and
Brian lost his footing and took an early bath. Amused onlooking locals (outspoken Brexiteers!)
advised against landing there and recommended the more shingly East bank. We re-embarked and
moved over there for a short walk before returning aboard with unslaked thirst. We noted that a
small sailing barge had anchored after us and taken the ground just short of the outfall marker and
had settled on the shingle where crew could disembark (and walk to the pub!). Dinner aboard – “full
English” prepared by JD. Heavy rain.

We were high and dry by 1930 (see prediction above!) With hindsight, it was lucky we didn’t
struggle ashore at the slipway, as we might well have been stranded for many hours, unable to get
back through the treacherous mud! (see story in PBO July 2016)
Day 7 – Sunday 26 June – Goldhanger to Maldon – 2 hours – 8 miles
Up at 0500 to slip the mooring to avoid getting stranded in the mud again and motor up to the usual
anchorage South of Osea Island. Drop the hook and back to bed at 0600! A leisurely morning at
anchor, relaxing, writing postcards and doing odd jobs, but the cool breeze again discouraged
swimming. Skipper and JD went ashore in the dinghy for a short walk on the island.

We saw a few holiday house residents, but no sign of
activity relating to the much-hyped seaplane service. After lunch we weighed anchor and motored
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slowly up with the flood tide to Maldon; moored alongside the mudberth pontoon at Marine Store
Boatyard at 1620.

Shortly afterwards we met up with Peter
Copland, as planned and had a highly irregular (but much-enjoyed!) mid-afternoon pint at the
Queen’s Head! After a shopping trip (forgetting to post the cards!) we returned aboard before
returning to the QH for dinner, though we were a bit taken aback to be told that last orders were at
8pm as the kitchen was closing; fortunately, we just scraped in!
Day 8 – Monday 27 June – Maldon to Brightlingsea, Rowhedge and Pyefleet – 5 hours – 25 miles
AJM, JD and PC with BR until Brightlingsea
Another 0600 start to exit the berth at HW and take the ebb downstream in light drizzle. We had
been advised to warp the boat round before departure as backing out into the stream is hazardous
out of the narrow entrance due to the strong current. However, by leaving spot on HW we were able
to turn smoothly off the pontoon with JD on the helm.
Little wind, miserable drizzle and poor visibility, so
we motorsailed the whole way to Brightlingsea,
arriving at 0830 to drop Brian at the Sailing Club
pontoon, where we were also able to take on
water. We moved to the midstream pontoon,
where we found we had a slight water leak from

the engine. The harbourmaster introduced us to
Colin from the marine engineers and his
colleague John came out to inspect. He
concluded that the problem was in the water
pump which is leaking slightly through the
“warning hole”. This is not serious, but indicated
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the pump will need replacing before too long; it should be quite OK to get us home and have
replaced at the end of the season. Just check the pump and empty the bilge more frequently. (None
of us noticed that the drip was falling on the small oil pipe – see later!). Much relieved, we
completed shopping then set off for a motor up the Colne. Anchored for lunch off Fingring Hoe Wick
then motored up past Wivenhoe to Rowhedge, turning at the Anchor Inn. We sailed gently back
under genoa and picked up the last available Visitor buoy at Pyefleet at 1730. (Belongs to the
Pyefleet Oysterage – fee £10 – paid by phone next day) A calm and sunny evening, completed by a
gourmet dinner of avocado prawns, pasta Bolognese and strawberries and cream. Rounded off with
malts in the cockpit – flat calm like the Walton Backwaters – very unusual at this spot!

Day 9 Tuesday 28 June – Pyefleet to Mistley – 8 hours – 32 miles
Cast off at HW at 0630 and sails up an hour later at Colne Bar. From here on we had the tide with us
the whole day (good planning, skipper!) as we sailed all the way along the Essex coast past Clacton,
Frinton and Walton and into the Stour, right up to Mistley. Full sails and cruising chute for a couple
of hours in a good SE F 2 / 4. Off Frinton we had a visit from a small
bird (probably a juvenile starling) which rested on the rail and flew
down into the cabin; fortunately it flew out again two minutes later,
without leaving any calling card!

At 1300 we anchored in the Stour off Erwarton Ness
for 2 ½ hours before setting off again under genoa
alone for the last hour and a half up to Mistley,
arriving 1 ½ hours before HW. On the way we
spotted Grayson Perry’s extraordinary, and
notorious, “gingerbread house” on the South bank.
We arrived at Mistley a bit early, so aAfter a short
trip up to the closed-off town quay, to give time for
more water at the pontoon, we crept in with half
keel. After squeezing in and organising the lines, the mate decided we were the wrong way round
for the forecast rain, so we warped ship under his supervision to provide shelter against more
thunderstorms! (A very good move!) The facilities here are very poor and are not to be
recommended. At 1930 we set off in full wet weather gear in heavy rain for the 1 mile walk to the
Thorn Restaurant. Sadly our previous years’ good experiences here were not repeated and we had a
rather disappointing meal (PC had “the worst fish ever” swimming in oil!) They slightly redeemed
themselves by agreeing to give us a large bag of ice for the coolbox!
Day 10 Wednesday 29 June – Mistley to Walton, Titchmarsh – 4 hours – 14 miles
Reveille at 0700 in sunshine. Cast off at 0820. We hoisted the main with 2 reefs and sailed down the
Stour with the ebb, reaching Parkeston Quay at 0940. An hour later, approaching Pye End we took
the sails down and motored up the channel against the last of the ebb in 35 knots. We again
considered our Horsey Island anchorage, but again opted to heed the forecast and head for
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Titchmarsh marina, arriving just before midday. This turned about to be the right call again, as we
had heavy rain showers and wind gusts of up to 49 knots during the afternoon. A lazy afternoon
aboard, followed by another indifferent dinner at the Harbour Lights.
Day 11 – Thursday 30 June – Walton to Ipswich to Suffolk Yacht Harbour
AJM, JD and PC until Ipswich then PB
0825 cast off in light drizzle and motored out of the Walton channel and up past Harwich into the
Orwell.
At 1000, past the container
ships, we turned off the
engine and sailed slowly up
the Orwell against the ebb
until we reached No9 buoy
under the Orwell Bridge,

where we dropped sails and motored up to
the lock. After a short wait on the pontoon,
we entered Neptune Marina at 1400, and
were allocated berth F1. The water was
extremely dirty and covered in dirty flotsam.
Peter Birts was awaiting us and ready to take
our lines. Great crew work before he had
even signed on! A very enjoyable late lunch at
Isaac’s on the quay; the two Peters had a
chance to meet briefly, before we said farewell to Peter C, setting off on the long walk to the station.
A quick shop at nearby Tesco Express, then out of the lock at 1700. A couple of hundred yards out of
the lock, the engine alarm screeched. Skipper’s first reaction was that the water intake had blocked
due to the muck in the marina and we motored
for about three minutes before picking up a buoy
off Fox Marina. A quick inspection of the bilge
below the engine revealed a more serious
problem as the tray was full of oil. We were
unable to see the source of the trouble and the
dipstick was dry. (It had been OK when checked
two days previously). Safely tied up we
considered the options. Fox Marina was on
answerphone and we didn’t fancy entering an
unfamiliar marina without an engine. There were
no known engine facilities at Neptune or the adjacent marina back through the lock. We know there
is a good engineer at Suffolk Yacht Harbour 5 miles downstream; the tide will be against us, but
there is a fair breeze. SYH do answer their phone but are unable to help tonight; if we get down to
them, they can arrange a tow in the morning. We decide that we are after all a sailing boat and
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should therefore sail downstream and pick up a buoy off SYH. The wind is kind to us and after sailing
off the buoy we only have to make a dozen tacks before we get a good long beat down to SYH. We
see several yachts on buoys outside and hail one to ask if it’s full inside. We are contemplating
sailing in under reduced genoa (and I am sure we could have achieved it, with the wind dead astern)
but as luck would have it, the boat we hail is Carina, a 40ft Jeanneau (?) on a sail training exercise
and the experienced skipper is keen to give a practical lesson in towing! With John on the helm and
in charge of our rope work, we are lashed alongside and quickly skilfully manoeuvred along the
channel and into the marina alongside the fuel pontoon.

A very smooth exercise, calmly conducted by all
concerned. Shortly after making fast, the rain reappears and this time we are not in a position to
warp round, so we settle for putting in the washboard. Ashore to the Lightship restaurant, which we
are delighted to find is still serving food at 2100! Served by Ivan, a very friendly and sympathetic East
European soul and we start talking to the only other diners, a middle aged couple (well, in their early
seventies, anyway!) at the adjacent table. She is a very experienced yachtswoman and they both
sing in a choir, so have long conversations with PB and then it transpires that they live in Bengeo
(where I was born) and know my cousins, the Melville family very well! Small world indeed!
Day 12 -Friday 1 July – Suffolk Yacht Harbour – no movement
Thank God it’s Friday! – and not the week-end! After a quick visit to the harbour master’s office to
explain the position, skipper reports to French Marine Office, where I receive a sympathetic hearing,
but dire prognosis of probable engine seizure necessitating complete replacement. However they
agree to send an engineer to assess the problem in an hour or so. First we are moved to a regular
berth, being towed by the marina boat with a crew of 4; we just sit back and watch, being asked not
to interfere! Quite professionally done and we admire the boat handling skills of the boatman
(though not the ropework of his crewmen!). The engineer arrives to assess the problem and
removes the oil filter for inspection. The small oil pipe below the water pump has been corroded and
has developed a hole the size of a pinhead. JD and I accompany him back to the workshop where we
are advised that it is probable that the engine is terminally damaged, though there is little evidence
of metal shavings in the oil. (It transpires later that they didn’t believe that we had only run the
engine with the alarm going for 3 minutes, as in their experience most people lie about this – like
telling the doctor how much you drink!) First step will be to replace the corroded oil pipe and do a
pressure test. Fortunately they have a spare in stock at their branch at Brightlingsea and are able to
courier it over before lunch. The atmosphere aboard is subdued and we silently contemplate the
abandonment of the cruise with a need to arrange a pick-up from SYH later in the season. A phone
call to John Snelling provides comfort that the engine is unlikely to have been ruined if it was only
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run for a couple of minutes after the alarm. A quiet lunch in the Lightship. In mid-afternoon the
engineer returns with the new pipe, fits it, runs the pressure test and informs all is well. Huge relief
all round and happy to pay the £200 repair bill rather than contemplate the £000’s for a new engine!
The water pump is still dripping, but no worse than before, so this is not a serious concern. We take
on water, go round to the fuel
pontoon to take on another 20 litres of
diesel and return to our berth. The
weather perks up, the sun comes out
and we set off on foot across the fields
and round the coast path to Levington
to the Ship for dinner. A beautiful calm
evening, with a barge sailing slowly up
river and lots of bird activity. We stop
to watch a swan with two tiny cygnets
(just hatched?) one of which hitches a
lift on her back – a magical moment!
The Ship lives up to our expectations and we have a great meal in good spirits before walking home
in the failing light, just in time to see the swan returning to her nest, totally unperturbed by us, less
than 100 yards away. A great end to a stressful day!
Day 13 -Saturday 2 July – SYH to Orford – 7 hours – 30 miles
530 cast off in cool sunshine; motorsailing with mainsail (2 reefs) until 0700 when we are across the
shipping channel. Sailing Past Woodbridge Haven at 0800 then Orford Haven an hour later when we
enter with the flood under sail an hour before HW. A sunny sail up to Slaughden where we pick up a
SC buoy at 1100. The wind is gusting 25 knots and we are not keen on a long dinghy trip ashore, so
we don’t fancy the official visitors moorings to which we are directed by the SC launch. We decide to
move further upstream, about a mile above the SC where we pick up a mooring with a view to
lunching aboard. To our pleasant surprise, a fast RIB from the SC approaches and offers us a lift back
to shore at the SC. The offer is too good to miss, so we grab the shopping bags and jump aboard.
Disembarked at the Aldeburgh Sailing Club, we sign in, use the facilities, put a donation in the
boatman’s bar token box and walk into town. Excellent lunch at the Cross Keys, followed by
shopping and return to the SC and high speed lift back to Sanderling. Aboard for post-prandial
relaxation at 1400. After tea and biscuits at 1600, we slip the mooring and motor back down to
Orford Town against a strong headwind (gusting 39 knots) and heavy rain showers. The weather is
too unpredictable for a night at anchor in the Butley River, so we settle for a visitor mooring at
Orford. (Fee £10, discussed with harbourmaster on the phone, who recognises us and is happy for
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me to send him a cheque when I get home rather than having to come to collect it!)

Dinner aboard – another delicious 3 course meal prepared by John!
Day 14 -Sunday 2 July – Orford to Lowestoft – 6 hours – 36 miles
0700 reveille to listen to forecast; W/SW 4 or 5 then variable later. Suits us fine. 0915 cast off and
motor against the flood in a cloudless sky, but with a cool headwind. Reach Orford Haven buoy at
1040 and decide to motorsail with genoa as wind is dead astern.

Past Orford Ness and heading NE we turn off
the engine and head straight for East Barnard
buoy 16 miles away, making 6 knots SOG. 2 ½
hours later at 1445, E Barnard is abeam and we
head up the channel towards Lowestoft where
we enter in very choppy seas at 1530. We tie up
on the visitor pontoon at RNSYC 10 minutes later and tidy up before a quiet early dinner in the
clubhouse.
Day 15 - Monday 3 July – Lowestoft to Wells – 12 ½ hours – 56 miles
Cast off at 0430, watched sunrise, clear sky but very cool. Up sails and motorsail for 4 hours. Tide
turned against us at 0530. At 0830 we are under full sail in NE F3 with nearly 2 knots of tide against
us, doing just 2.3 knots SOG! At Sea Palling at 1000, SOG drops to under 2 knots so we turn on the
engine again. At 1130 off Happisburgh we reduce speed to take this year’s photos of the cliff erosion
and its effect on the housing stock – what’s left of it.
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2010

2014

2016
We are now ahead
ofschedule i.e.
we will get to Wells before there is enough water to go in, so we turn off the engine at Mundersley.
Shirtsleeves at last! It is now officially very warm! We have a good breeze from the east and soon
reef the main then take it down altogether and furl half the jib as we are still going too fast.

Only 2 miles to go at 1600, then there is a dramatic windshift from E F2 / 3 to WSW F6! We reach the
Wells Fairway buoy at 1645 and as a couple of fishing boats have already gone in, we follow, though
it just under 3 hours before HW. A smooth
journey in and tied up on the new pontoon at
1720. Just getting ready to help Peter B
disembark when we are asked to move to
accommodate a large barge.
PB is hustled ashore to change in the smart
new facilities, whilst we lay off and then John
squeezes us carefully into a gap about 3ft
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longer than Sanderling! We now say goodbye to Peter who has arranged a taxi to Norwich to catch
his train home. Tidied up again, skipper and mate head off for dinner, having admired the arrival of
the Sea Scouts mother ship at HW. Wells is heaving on a Monday night in early July. Unable to get
into the Golden Fleece or the Crown, we are welcomed by the Globe, where we have an excellent
dinner.
Day 16 -Tuesday 5 July – Wells to Brancaster – 3 ½ hours – 12 miles AJM and JD only
Cast off at 0600 into strong Westerly gusting 27 knots (and later 36) motoring against a strong spring
tide. Fairway buoy abeam at 0630, but we make painfully slow progress and at one stage wonder
whether we are going to get to Brancaster before the tide has ebbed. At 0800 I estimate our ETA at
0910 – we need to be in by 0940. After continuing rough and wet passage we get to Brancaster
Fairway at 0900 and are on our mooring at 0930, wet, tired and relieved! Now, however, we have to
quickly inflate the Avon and get ashore to retrieve the dinghy to disembark the essential luggage
before the tide disappears. We actually fail in this last objective, as we don’t start the final run
ashore until 1115 and we soon run aground. We end up with both of us wading through the receding
waters, towing the dinghy with water over the top of our boots, but we finally make it and call in to
see Lil at Snellings to report safe return. “Why didn’t you tell me? I could have put your dinghy on
the mooring for you yesterday, to save you bothering with the Avon!”! Ah well, after all these years!
At least we know for next year – and it works at the start of the voyage too, of course!
Back to Chapel Cottage for a wash and to retrieve my car then load up at Brancaster and go our
separate ways. Another great holiday is over. 16 Days away, 395 miles covered and nearly 90 hours
underway, of which just under half were under sail.
AJM July 2016
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